Over the years, Robmeg has become a
leading manufacturer of garage doors
throughout South Africa, continuously
striving to offer you with only the best
in the latest designs, quality, safety
features, variety and choice. Our patented
“Alu-Lux™” garage doors are made using
only the award winning Aluzinc material,
ensuring that you receive only the best.
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Our “Alu-Lux™” garage door is locally
manufactured and assembled in South
Africa. It was designed specifically for
the extreme weather conditions often
found in the coastal regions.
This gives the owner peace of mind and
supreme quality.
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The side view of the pinch prevention
patented panels, indicates the design
innovation that will protect you and your
family from serious hand or finger injuries.
Together with this unique safety feature, it
also has a higher than normal overlapping
joint which seals each panel into the next.
This prevents dust and rain penetrating
the building.
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(B) DOUBLE STRENGTH
INTERMEDIATES & END CAPS
Double lipped intermediate struts allow
for double the glued surface. Larger glued
surfaces, which consist of a polyurethane
high modulus glue, has proven to be the
best in adhering metal to metal, ensuring
a 50% stronger bond.
The boxes end caps being fixed on both
sides stabilizes the panel, preventing
flexing and allows for stronger and
more secure fixing of hinges and other
hardware. Properly fixed hinges ensure a
smoother and quieter functioning door.
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The durability of a garage door depends on its mechanical components. That’s why Super Doors uses it’s
unique patented SSD™ (Super Silent Door) hardware. This hardware kit ensures that your door functions at
maximum efficiency for many years to come.
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SSD™ is available in kit form, comprising of tracks, fittings and torsion or tension springs, that are essential
to the functioning and operation of residentail sectional overhead doors. In addition, these kits are available
for both single and double garage doors, and can be used on steel, timber, aluminum and fiberglass doors.
The term ‘hardware’ refers to all the components of the garage door, other than the actual door sections.
Keeping the hardware on your doors in a good condition ensures a long lasting and trouble free garage door
operation. With the appropriate annual maintenance, it will operate beautifully. Ask a qualified installer to
lubricate and adjust your door at least once a year.
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The garage door is usually the most used door in a
home. The choice of a reliable and safe garage door
opener is paramount.
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With smooth quiet operation with minimal
transmitted vibration, the Super Drive™ SD800N
is ideal for homes with living rooms close to the
garage. The opener ensures a flexible soft start and
stop during the end of the travel cycle, resulting
in a reduction of speed and noise. The opener also
comes standard with automatic obstacle detection.
For added security, rolling code technology prevents
the ‘stealing of codes’ as this means a brand new
code is generated every time the opener is used,
keeping your family and belongings safe and
secure
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Robemeg Steel: 22 Monteer Street, Isando
Call: 011 974 0024 Mail: enquiries@robmeg.co.za

